A project for improving inter-ethnic relations in Pardubice, Czech Republic


On March 22, 2001, a group of municipality officers, town policemen, school teachers and Roma met in the municipal concert hall of Pardubice to participate in a training seminar with the aim of improving inter-ethnic relations in their town. This seminar was the first in a series of eight, at the end of which there were to be about 500 people trained from these groups. Initial success was indicated in part by the reaction of a visiting coordinator from a different majority-minority relations project. She was so impressed by the Pardubice Project that she immediately planned to undertake a similar project in her town. 

The lessons we have learned from the Pardubice Project may be useful in other localities. For example, from this report you can learn:
·	what had to happen before such training could take place
·	the framework of this activity
·	specifics of the town and country where the training is happening
·	the research necessary 
·	the researcher’s role now that the training is under way
·	the projected outcome of this project
·	general recommendations for such a project, training and research.


The town of Pardubice

Pardubice is a regional town of about 94,000 inhabitants 94,081 in the year 2000, and is located about an hour and a half by train or car (if it is not rush hour!) to the east of  Prague. The unemployment level of 5.16 % is rather low, with the two biggest employers being the long-standing chemical factory Synthesia, famous from the past as the producer of the explosive Semtex, and the Taiwanese company FoxCom, which has recently been lured to the town to assemble Apple computers. Pardubice is also a town with Europe’s longest steeplechase, an excellent hockey team and famous (or infamous) gingerbread. In the town there seems to be a special genius loci, as many people find their inspiration there. This is apparent in the cooperation and enthusiasm from key people whose efforts can make, and already have made, a dramatic improvement in the life of their town. 

In Pardubice, and generally in the whole Czech Republic, the population is rather homogenous. Based on statistical evidence, there are only 2.4 % of other nationalities or ethnic minorities here, with the biggest minority being Slovaks, numbering 1191 (1.28 %). Nevertheless, from the approximation of city officials (including our Roma advisor) there are actually about 1,500 Roma here, and not the 382 who are officially declared. Because of their number, and because of the fact that they are the most culturally different and physically distinct minority in the town and republic, most efforts concerning majority-minority relations are aimed at the Roma minority. 

Some characteristics of the town, regarding Roma community: 

Settlement									
§	The number of Roma in the town is rather low compared to some other towns in the Czech Lands. 
§	Most of the Roma population was already settled in Pardubice by 1947. Family histories can be traced back four generations. Many are 2nd generation Pardubicites.
§	The Roma community is rather dispersed. Only a few places, usually houses or parts of streets, are known as Roma settlements.


Representation
§	The municipality sponsors a Roma liaison committee, which meets regularly every month. It consists of members of political parties, employees of the municipality, NGO’s and Roma. 
§	A Roma advisor works at the district office (The districts are now in the process of transformation into a municipality and newly created regional offices.)
§	There are some enlightened politicians who are not only listening but also supporting better inter-ethnic relations.
§	The town’s Roma Council, which represents the main Roma families, is now revitalizing its work. 

Education and free-time activities for children
§	There are two well working preparatory classes for children, each with one Roma pedagogic assistant. These classes exist for children who were not yet accepted to begin study in basic school, or for children who would probably not be accepted in the coming year. 
§	A very important part of the life of Roma children here is the active Roma Center and Social Club for youth. 
§	There are several young Roma studying at secondary schools, one of them at the gymnasium. They plan to continue their studies and enter university.
§	An NGO, “Klub Hura Kamarad”, has long experience in working with children and young people in difficult life situations. It also creates projects in bringing young people from majority and minority communities together. 

Policing 
§	Compared to the State police with its closed attitude, the town police representatives are aware of their limitations and are interested in training and in the improving of services as  regard ethnic minorities, especially Roma. 
§	There is one Roma on the town’s police force.
§	One of the nation’s best complex programs of urban crime prevention is now in its sixth year in Pradubice. It brings together people from all the institutions that encounter and work with socially disadvantaged groups. This includes the Roma community.

Major imput comes from a wide network of enthusiasts who have cooperated for a long time to improve the life of Roma, and the coexistence of majority and minorities in general. There is also co-operation among some politicians, NGO organizations, some municipality officers and representatives of some other offices such as the Labor Office.

Thus described, one may get the feeling that there are no serious problems in Pardubice. It may seem that people living there have no idea of the difficulties which Roma and their municipalities endure in other Czech cities. And yes, it is clear that Pardubice has been spared the unfortunate fate of minorities in some other post-totalitarian countries, with their high unemployment, feeble political structures, general economical, social and spiritual poverty, and, in extreme cases, open warfare.

A rosy picture is not the complete picture. In Pardubice there are things to improve and problems to solve.









The first project: mapping the field

Discussions in Pardubice began in 1997 as how best to prepare the town for entrance into the EU, with special regard to minorities. The situation in Pardubice was at the point where it was possible to start thinking of a different level of work for improving communication between majority and minorities. Listed below are the explicitly stated wishes that appeared at the beginning of the project, as prepared by those who had worked in the field for a long time and who initiated changes. It is necessary to mention that there is no clear line separating one level from the other, and so even before the project was written, some organisations and individuals were already executing some of these activities.
 First level of activities
§	enthusiastic 	
§	group of individuals
§	spontaneous 			
§	reacting				
§	within the existing local and district framework
§	projects especially focused on Roma
Intended level of activities 
§	professional
§	whole organizations
§	structural 
§	proactive
§	with an awareness of regional, national, EU structures and requirements
§	projects also focused on majority

To achieve these objectives in 1999, Klub Hura Kamarad created its first project. It was financed by the PHARE Foundation for the Development of a Civic Society, and the Open Society Fund and the British Know-How Fund. 

The project got underway in March 2000, and, to make the first steps towards achieving its objectives, two actions were decided upon: 
a)	research of the existing situation of inter-ethnic relations in Pardubice by an independent academic institution 
b)	regular visits from a British expert in inter-ethnic relations 

The  consultant
The role of the expert/consultant was:
-	to share experience and know-how for working to improve racial and ethnic relations.
-	to cooperate  in deciding the best next steps for the town.
The expert selected was the Britisher Rev. Richard Crowson, and after his first visit in December 1999, he visited the town regularly several times, always for about a week. His participation on the project was financed by the British Know-How Fund.

Research for the first project
To undertake the research, the Department of General Anthropology of Charles University in Prague  was selected. As a graduate of that department, the author of this paper had the opportunity to carry out the research. The main objectives were to:
§	describe the main institutions that deal with inter-ethnic relations in the town.
§	find out what is lacking and what is redundant.
§	note which institutions co-operate, and which are doing their work in isolation.
§	note what the individuals who represent the main institutions think, and what problems they see.
§	create a SWOT analysis.
§	offer main recommendations for the future.
The first sections of the report you now read are informed the primary research. 

The main ways of making this research were: 
·	interviews of 50 individual from 20 organisations
·	2 focus groups (managed by professionals)
·	observant participation
When the research was concluded, a report, Inter-ethnic Relations in Pardubice, was printed.

There were advantages to a consultant coming from another country and a researcher coming from another town:
-	Interviewed people had less apprehension about giving information. 
-	They also had to explain everything, from the ground up. The first mapping was able, therefore, to accept information from all sources with equal value.  
-	It opened doors to those who otherwise might not have had the time for visitors. 
-	Every visit also offered an opportunity to explain the project and some concepts of the equal opportunity and anti-discriminatory policy and behaviour. 

Other parts of the project
Besides dealing with the main tasks, other activities were happening simultaneously:
a)	In June, the City council accepted a Vision Statement, in which the town, through the votes of  councillors, declared its intention to continue the work in inter-ethnic relations already done and to move it to other levels.
b)	A meeting of the R Movement, an organisation for Roma pedagogic assistants, was planned for Pardubice. With the involvement of the consultant, this meeting was expanded into a Conference for Roma and Municipality, with international participation. The conference took place in December. Among the participants were experts from the Czech Republic and abroad. From the Department for Oversees Development came a representative who appreciated what he saw happening in Pardubice. He later announced the Department had decided to give support to the project for the following year.
c)	There were three press conferences where the intentions of the activities were explained

Some of the results of the first part of the research:
·	Compared to some other towns, Roma in Pardubice lag behind as to inclusion in the middle class. Also, there is no Roma NGO powerful and able enough to take Roma problems into their hands. It is necessary to empower them. 
·	There is reported discrimination against Roma as regards getting jobs, entering restaurants and shops and discotheques, and there is the negative behavior of the police towards them. There are many complaints about the system of houseing. In fact, the problem of housing is crucial - it may be the cause of most of the conflicts and negative emotions between the two communities. Also, it may be Czech specific, as Dr. Frištejnská, one of the experts conducting the training, noted. Such a tight neighboring of Roma and majority exists in no other country.
·	Most of the Roma children in the past had join non-Roma children with learning disabilities in special schools. Roma children were treated as having learning disabilities because they did not have a good command of the Czech language. Even if they did, Roma language structure  is very different from Czech, for example it does not use abstract terms as much. The whole education system seemed unable or unwiling to deal with these Roma. As in many countries, graduates of schools for the learning disabled find it hard to find work or to add qualifications. Happily, this situation is changing in Pardubice. Now when children can not go directly to the basic school they have preparatory classes where they learn additional skills. There are Roma pedagogic assistants to help them in the class. But when the child enters into basic school there are no Roma assistants there (as there are now in some other Czech towns) and teachers still lack minority training.
·	It is not possible to focus only on giving Roma skills necessary to integrate into majority society. The majority also has to allow the minority to enter. Since the Second World War,  Czech society has been both very homogenous and, after years of closed borders (1948 – 1989), xenophobic. Although Roma culture is very different, the Czech majority is very little or not at all informed about it - their life, history, their values. 
·	State bureaucratic workers have a very low awareness of some aspects of professional behavior in a multiethnic society. With planned entry into the EU, government will have to have not only literal knowledge but also social skills for their jobs. During Project interviews many respondents claimed that they are not racists, that they do not mind what color the person who asks for services is, that they have nothing against Roma, but that Roma must behave as the majority. However, Roma culture as well as the cultures of other nations that may try to enter the Czech Republic in the future, is not the same as Czech. People behave differently according to their traditions and often they do not even know that they should do some things differently, nor why. To understand such “atypical” behaviour requires an end to ethnocentric outlooks, and a beginning to life in a full and rich multicultural society. 
·	Most of the employees of the municipality had no training of any kind. They are overworked and have to rely on their own abilities to find best solutions by themselves.
·	The police, as their representatives acknowledged, automatically check Roma first when they go to intervene at a place of conflict. The town police are aware of this and are willing to deal with it and with other discriminatory tendencies. In fact, there are two police in Pardubice. The State police, who has its own structure and the town police, responsible to its municipality. The state police claims they have no problems and that there are no Roma crime acts. 


The second project: the training

After the success of the first project in 1999, a second project for 2000 was considered a logical next step. What was clearly needed was training, and with this end in mind, a wide ranging training program was devised for the town of Pardubice. The project was written by the project consultant, Rev. Richard Crowson, who created it after many discussions with people not only of Pardubice, but also from the Czech Republic as a whole. His knowledge of the local situation as well as his long experience in the UK in this field was crucial to conceptualization and framing of the training program. The project was put accepted by the European Dialogue, an organisation that works throughout Central and Eastern Europe. The Department for the Oversees Development in the UK provided the financing for the project. 

For this year of 2001, part of the project is planned for the training of both Roma and the majority. 

There are four target groups:
1.	Roma (about 20 people)
2.	Employees of the 	municipality (about 270)
3.	       - “ - 		town police (about 90)
4.	       - “ - 		schools (about 120)

Selection of the participants. 
The group of Roma is decided mainly on their interest. There are young students and older people as well. Their participation is based on their interest and it is voluntary.
From the municipality and town police, almost everyone is participating. From the schools, the participants are selected according to the interest of the school director. 

The aims of the training are:
·	to learn about the other group, their values, history, and what ethnic specifics of Roma
·	to learn vocabulary of the other group, as well as meaning of some special terms
·	to provide information about what is expected from a municipality clerk, policeman or teacher in a multicultural society, and what is expected with the entrance into EU structures
·	to acquire knowledge about professional behaviour  - the limits, the rights, and the unacceptable. (This last item is important, because sometimes out of fear that some action would be discriminatory or racist – or using that as an excuse - a clerk will not do what he or she could or should do to stop creating a bigger problem for the future.)
·	NOT to oblige people to start loving others regardless of, or perhaps because of, the colour of their skin or ethnicity. It has been proven, in the UK and elsewhere, that this direction is ineffective. What can be done is: 
-	to help people become more aware of their prejudices
-	to teach people what is the nature of prejudice. Although it may appear very rational with many supporting arguments, its nature is completely irrational  
-	to remind government workers that, even though everyone does have some prejudice, it is not professionally acceptable to let it influence decision making and behaviour on the job. This is especially true for state workers who offer services to the public
·	to learn about and improve communication, both form and content
·	to learn about conflict and its solution (People seem to be so afraid of entering into a conflict, that they prefer to become immobilized.)
·	to create an ethical codex which would correspond with the codex created recently in the Czech Republic, but emphasizing the aspects of a multicultural society
·	to meet, to talk with and thus to be able to understand each other better

The training is planned for about 500 people and on two levels: 
a)	Seminars for all four groups, mixed – 3 hours one seminar, 8 groups of 60-65, about 500 people 
b)	Workshops for 125 selected people – groups of 5, 2 +2 days 

Besides these mixed groups there are two additional training:
- for a group of Roma, focused on development of skills, empowerment, and learning the values of the majority	
- for the police, a training with experts from U.K about dealing with violence on the streets

The trainers
There are two main trainers who conduct the training during the whole year. They are from the Center for Conflict Resolution and they are experienced both in working with the Roma community and in training majority and minority groups. For special parts (legal, other minorities, etc.) they are invite other experts. From the training that has already taken place, we have learned how important personal experience is. Teaching”theory” only has much less effect.. Whenever challenged with direct questions it was the trainers’ mind and heart, knowledge and deep and honest conviction, and their direct experience, that communicated with biggest strength and could influence and change the whole atmosphere in a room.
	
The research
There are two parts of the research. First, describing the situation that existed before any changes initiated by the program, and second, observing the preparation for change, its process and its consequences.

The fact that such a complex project of training, involving so many influential groups Pardubice, is taking place is rather unique and perhaps incomparable. On the other hand, we expect that the experience from each of the steps of our work can be productive for other towns and organisations, individual activists or trainers. There is no need for each of us to totally “reinvent the wheel”.
The Local Government and Public Service Reform Initiative of the Open Society Institute in Budapest decided to fund the research whose outcome will printed as a Training Manual that can be used by all those who would like to prepare a similar project. Besides the content of the training, the Manual will contain experience from each step of the way: learning about the town, people and structures; devising and evaluating the best possible training; and/or creating other activities aimed at improving cross-cultural relations.

The second project could not have begun without some knowledge of the people, problems and situation on the ground, and so there was an advantage in using the same researcher as in the previous project. To avoid a too narrow outcome, there was co-operation with the whole team in Pardubice, and, too, with consultants who do not know the work there at all.

Time
For any research especially the one done in a changing society, the researcher has two possibilities for working with the time. Either to choose a moment which he/she will try to describe in the best possible way, or to move with the change and observe a process and the factors which influence it. Neither of those options can be done purely – there will always have to be some starting information and it never will be completely describable. The work for this researcher in the Pardubice project was in its first part to try to clarify the starting point, elements and influencing factors. But the main work of the second part is to observe the process and all the changes taking place. 

Methodology
Some published reference works for background, but mainly formal and informal interviews and participant observing. 

The role of the researcher in the project
The researcher helps to keep the memory of the project. He or she is not closed in his or her own work. The researcher must acknowledge that by entering the field, asking questions, answering and explaining the project, choosing with whom to speak, writing reports, interpreting where necessary, visiting people and houses, participating in press conferences, the researcher influences the subject of research. The main things for the researcher are her/his sincerity, co-operation, sensitivity, and flexibility. 

No data
When thinking of Roma and their access to services in Pardubice, one is left with an inability to decide whom should be considered, and how, especially if concrete measurement is required.
Some reasons:
·	There are an estimated 3-4 times more Roma living in the Pardubice than statistically reported.
·	There is no evidence of nationality or ethnicity of Czech citizens in the documents of the municipality, police nor schools. 
·	Roma in the Czech Republic are suspicious of questionnaires, and have been loath to reveal their origin from the time of the Second World War, since when this information has been used against them. 
·	Many Roma feel Czech, they speak Czech and they have a feeling it is better if they declare themselves to be Czech, rather than of Roma origin. 
·	Some Roma did not learn or do not speak Romanies at all. They may come from mixed or assimilated families. Yet they have darker skin colour which makes them victim of discrimination.
·	Physically, some Roma are indistinguishable from Czechs even though they consider themselves Roma. 
·	Roma are very heterogeneous. There are the main different groups of Slovakian and Olachien Roma and there is an animosity between those very different groups.
·	There is a constant migration from Slovakia and other towns, as well as movement to and from Western Europe, Canada and Australia.

The discrimination against Roma is based in some cases on their appearance (especially the skin colour), and sometimes on their linguistic and cultural differences. The education and legal systems use complex formulae of hidden discrimination. 
Nobody knows how many Roma study at basic schools, but everyone from the field knows that there is one Roma student at a Pardubice gymnasium (academically demanding secondary school). 

This research was not created, as we say in Czech, at the green table. That is, by a theoritician who wanted to prove a theory, but did not want to leave the library. Nor does this research try to prove any theoretical concept. Rather, this is applied research. The researcher comes to answer the needs of the town and people living there. This also reflects the method of the work – the researcher is not working on her own but co-operates with the team, participates in all the discussions formal and informal, and tries to help. For example, I interpreted at times. Others were and are also very helpful with providing necessary information and background. This much “softer” kind of research also aims to support the overall aim of the project whenever meeting people and discussing with them.
 


Important steps to be made in preparing the training
Those who want to make a project to improve inter-ethnic relations should realise the way can be  with many steps required before an actual project (e.g. training) can start. The preliminary work and background information have several dimensions. 

It was necessary: 
a) to know - 
·	all the key figures in town – not only bureaucrats who directly deal with other minorities, and not only politicians or activists
·	the general atmosphere and chemistry between these people
b) to have the support of influential people, the decision makers
c) to have a strong team of people (consultant, co-ordinator, researcher, representatives from the local NGO and from each of the target groups)

Examples of the above points:
An important figure in the municipality, one whose decision could make or break our efforts, showed little interest in the project. However, because political representatives strongly supported the project, and because knowing deputies character (which was attracted by fame, and repelled by extra effort), Our project was accepted, thanks to correct “packaging”. That is, this decision maker was assured that all the work of this project would be done by the project team, and that plenty of fame would come his way. Happily, he agreed on 3 main points we believed crucial for the training: that it be 
for all the employees, 
obligatory 
and during the work time 

Certain requirements

People working on a project have to believe that: 
·	things can change
·	change can be influenced by the effort of people (verses: “We have to wait for things to ripen and happen on their own.”)
·	it is worth to stir things, enter into unpleasant discussions and say unpopular things, because only in that way peoples’ minds and a whole situation can change
·	the ultimate criteria in all the activities is: “Is this going to help the people in the town?”, and then asking how deep and long this help will be.
 
People working on the project should be aware that:
·	it is worth to ask questions and listen to people, to learn about their personal background, opinions and motivations for what they are doing. This information is then necessary to check against  reality.
·	both the facts that people talk about AND their feelings are important.
·	everyone has ideals. Everyone wants to be a good person; it may only be that sometimes they do not know exactly how to achieve that. If they are supported rather than fought with they may give much more time, energy, support to the project.
·	very important for the success of  the project is careful observation of the “chemistry” of interpersonal relations, who is likely to co-operate with whom, who is influential, and even the location of a good meeting place.
·	the more people who are involved with clear tasks, the stronger and deeper the resulting change in the community will be.
·	work done can not be done for personal aggrandisement or public gratitude. The work is unpopular with everyone. Who among us enjoys encountering our prejudices and finding out that we are the perfect person we imagined?
·	even though the main objective can be the same, concrete aims and ways of doing it will differ from town to town, and so nothing can be automatically moved from place to place without learning enough about the local situation, having allies, or even good team members from municipality, from local politicians, NGOs, Roma and/or other minorities and other influential organisations, institutions or individuals.  
·	some things are given by the system, but what will be really happening and whether anything will happen at all is influenced by the people who represent the institutions and their intentions.
·	in the beginning it is the priority that people can speak honestly and without fear . The criteria is what is the best and the most helpful, what is respectful of human beings regardless of their skin colour, language, culture, sex or age. (Note: We discovered that some people use politically correct terms as a means for not doing what they should do or in order to stop others from action.)

A person who wants to make a contribution in the town has to be:
-	sensitive, to not create unnecessary enemies or silent opponents (sometimes those, who openly support the project will actually sabotage any act). 
-	with clear main objective yet flexible as regard steps in between .
-	a team person rather than a lonely individualist.
-	objective and supporting of all that can improve the life of people in the town rather than trying to get points for their own personal convictions or help for a few personal friends.
-	not naive and easily influenced by minor causes. There is always the danger of getting involved in some personal causes where one lacks enough detailed information, and this can lead to losses on the bigger level. 
-	respecting others who have worked in the town for a longer time, checking and acknowledging how much they are contributing and trying to include rather than exclude them.
-	present long enough, and with a good colleague or a team of people who will keep the work alive while he/she is gone
-	reconciled with the fact that their work often reminds one of the fight in the first line of the battlefield. There will be lots of loneliness in their efforts, sometimes even by their spouses and colleagues from the department.

Criteria for choosing the people to become part of the wider circle:
-	whether the person is able to think of anything beyond oneself, and how far, how wide is one’s vision
-	how well they can co-operate with others
-	fitting this description: “enlightened, really human, with a good heart, who is respected in the community, has values.”

Summary and conclusion
In summary, the project in Pardubice, Czech Republic, of training municipality officers, town police, school teachers and Roma, is based on previous preparatory works, one of which was research investigating the present situation in inter-ethnic relations. The training aims to improve the relations between the majority and minority by better understanding each other and by employing more professional skills. Some of the other characteristics of the project are that it is not separated or isolated but rather a complex and open project that is focused on the largest number of influential people. In addition, it is not focused only on the minority but on the majority as well. There is a research component of the Pardubice Project which accompanies the training and will lead to the production of a Training Manual that can be used as guidance for other towns planning to organise similar trainings. Because of the lack of relevant data about the life of the biggest minority in town – the Roma – all research must be done in a more qualitative way, focused on interviews, discussions and observation.

In conclusion, those who participated in the Pardubice Project may have sometimes felt angry. In fact, sometimes they even stormed out of meetings. But participants always asked questions, discussed and learned something. The project is only a third completed, but already there have been moments when everyone present was very glad to be so. A few examples include: when a Friday afternoon group clapped at the end of their training. Or when participants who asked the angriest questions, were, by the end of their session, the most thankful for the provided information. Or when a Roma woman spoke up to say, “You Czech people are very nice people. I am happy to live here with you. But only you have to open your hearts more.”
In fact, this is it. The final goal of our work to improve inter-ethnic relations always comes down to the same thing: opening hearts and minds a bit more. 

